On the evolution of genome size of birds.
We measured genome size (nuclear DNA content) by fluorescence flow cytometry in 55 species of birds representing 12 different orders. Similar studies were performed in approximately 100 species by laboratories using absorption cytophotometry of Feulgen-stained nuclei. Although there have been apparent discrepancies in the assigned values for the species used as a reference, the values obtained in the different laboratories are generally in agreement. When the data are standardized in relation to a diploid (2C) value of 2.5 picograms (pg) of DNA for the domestic chicken (Gallus gallus domesticus), the mean for DNA content in 135 species representing 17 orders is 2.82 +/- 0.33 (SD) pg with a range of 2.0-3.8 pg. Thus the genome size of birds is the most conservative of any vertebrate class and, all values considered, is smaller and more uniform in size than previous estimates would indicate. This could be explained by a previously unexplored hypothesis: that the genome of birds has evolved from a small ancestral genome that was reduced before emergence of the protoavian.